
State Name Found Fees General Description
Comparable to Us 

(Qualitatively)

Alabama X
Fees based upon activity, $250 filing fee, $200 for review of state regulations, $3,000 for 

modeling, $250 for permit preparation, $250 for public comment period.
Alaska X Based upon permit type, can range from $2650 for a crusher to $7950 for an incinerator
Arizona X $98.80 per hour of processing time not to exceed $25,000

Arkansas X $16 per ton with a minimum fee of $500 X
California Too Many Districts

Colorado X
$119.96 filing fee plus $59.98 per hour of processing time plus cost recovery of miscellaneous 

fees
Connecticut Couldn't Find

Delaware X
Fees based upon activity.  Application fees typically do not exceed a $215 application fee plus 

a $165 advertising fee.  Annual operating fees typically do not exceed $125 per year. 
Florida Couldn't Find
Georgia Seems to only have Title V Permits
Hawaii Fees Not On Web
Idaho Couldn't Find
Illinois X From $500 to $1500 with a $10,000 charge for a public hearing
Indiana Couldn't Find

Iowa Couldn't Find
Kansas X 0.05% of the capital cost of the project

Kentucky Couldn't Find
Louisiana Couldn't Find

Maine X $6.85 per ton of emissions with a minimum fee of $314 X
Maryland X based upon permit type, can range from $300 to $1,700 for minor sources X

Massachusetts X Different fees for different types of permits, can range from $430 to $19,780
Michigan Couldn't Find

Minnesota Couldn't Find
Mississippi Couldn't Find
Missouri X $100 filing fee plus $50 for each hour of review
Montana X $500 

Nebraska X
$250 for facilities that emit less than 50 TPY, $1,500 for facilities that emit between 50 and 100 

TPY, $3,000 for facilities that emit more than 100 TPY

Nevada X
$300 for registrations, $400 for general permits, and $3,000 for facilities that emit between 25 

and 100 tpy
New Hampshire X emission based fee of $88.61 per ton of emissions
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New Jersey X

Registrations are charged $250, Category 2 Permits Charged a Base Fee of $1,000 for the first 
piece of equipment and $350 for each additional piece of equipment, Category 2 Permit 

modifications are charged $1,000 for the first piece of equipment and $350 for each additional 
piece of equipment.  Please note that NJ is currently trying to raise their permitting fees.

New Mexico X
Filing fee of $500 plus a point system based upon complexity multiplied by $315 per point.  

Small facilities appear to have about 20 points or $6,300
New York Couldn't Find

North Carolina X $50 for a small facility
North Dakota X $150 application fee plus cost recovery

Ohio X

Fees charged by type of equipment and equipment size (similar to us).  Fees for small boilers 
$200-$400, fees for storage tanks $100-$750, fees for dry cleaners $100, fees for registrations 

$75, fees for process equipment based upon SIC code and amount of materials processed 
$200-$1250 X

Oklahoma X

Charges $250 for a permit by rule permit, charges $400 for a general permit, charges $1000 for 
a permit with emissions in the aggregate of less than 40 tons per year, charges $2500 from 

permits with emissions in the aggregate between 40 and 99.99 tons per year.

Oregan X
Charges $250 for a permit for less than 60 days, charges $100 for a basic permit, charges 

$1,000 for a general permit, charges $5,000 for a simple permit

Pennsylvania X

Fees based on complexity of permit.  Non-NSPS, NESHAP, MACT, NSR and PSD permits are 
$1,000.  NSPS or NESHAP and $1,700.  Both are $3,400.  More complex permits can range 

from $5,300 to $22,700.

Rhode Island X
Charges $4,620 for complex minor sources or modifications and $1,271 for minor sources or 

modifications.
South Carolina Couldn't Find
South Dakota Broken Link

Tennesee X

Construction permit fees are based upon the total of all regulated air pollutants emitted 
(excluding CO.  They range from $100 for facilities that will emit less than 10 tons per year in 

the aggregate to $1,000 for facilities with emissions from 100-250 tons per year.
Texas Couldn't Find

Utah X

A small source registration is charged a fee of $250.  Minor Sources are charged an application 
review fee of $1,400.  If more than 20 hours are spent on the review, an additional $70 per hour 

is charged.  General permits are charged a review fee of $560.
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Vermont X

Minor sources are charged a base fee of $750 with additional fees tacked on.  Engineering 
review costs $1,460, Screen modeling costs $600, plus additional fees based upon the amount 

of air pollution emitted.
Virginia No Fees for Minor Sources No fee for minor sources.

Washington X

Basic review fees are based on expected air emissions, and will generall be $1,250, $8,000 or 
$18,000.  Application for coverage under a general order of approval is $500.  Some specific 

source categories, including, dry cleaners, gasoline station, and storage tanks, are alternatively 
charged a precribed fee ranging from $250 to $900.

West Virginia X

construction permits are charged $1000, permit modifiations are charged $1000, administrative 
updates are charged $300, Class 1 General Permits are charged $250, Class 2 General 

Permits are Charged $500
Wisconsin Couldn't Find
Wyoming Couldn't Find

Philadelphia X

plan approvals are changed $1,000 additional fees are tacked on if a MACT, NSPS, NSR, etc. 
review is required.  Lower fees for installation of certain types of equipment are included (for 

example: paint booths are charged $125)
Allegheney County Seems to be $375 seems to be $375 for all construction permits
Washington D.C. Couldn't Find
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